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WHAT IS IEEE?

Founded in 1884,IEEE stands for Institute of  
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, has evolved as the 
world's largest technical professional society.

Today IEEE connects more than 430,000 individual 
members from the academia as well as industry. They 
rely on IEEE as a source of  technical and professional 
information, resources and services.

The IEEE is the most reputed source in the world for 
accurate and latest information in the fields of  
Electrical  Engineering,  Computer Science, 
Information Science, Biotechnology, Applied Science 
and related technology. The institute also leads the 
world in formulating internationally recognized 
standards.

IEEE REGIONS

The world is divided into ten IEEE regions. It is 
depicted in the following IEEE region 10 has more 
than 80 councils, sections and subsections, and nearly 
575 chapters and affinity groups.

IEEE Bangalore Section

IEEE Bangalore section was established in 1977 and 
is one of  the most vibrant sections in India. Over the 
years, the strength of  the section ahs grown steadily and 
currently the section membership stands close to 7000. 
This section is spread across various sectors and is a 
nice blend of  industry, academia and research 
organisations.

Bangalore section has 14 society chapters and two 
affinity groups. The chapters carry out focused 
activities in the respective area by way of  conducting 
echnical talks under DLT, seminars,tutorials, 

workshops etc. Apart from chapters, two affinity 
groups namely the Graduate of  the Last Decade 
(GOLD) and Women in Engineering (WIE) also carry 
out related activities. IEEE Bangalore, IEEE 
Princeton, and Central New Jersey sections had signed 
an MoU as sister sections.

Close to half  of  the sections's strength are student 
members spread over the various student branches in 
Karnataka in various graduate and post graduate 
engineering colleges and these units conduct technical 
talks, Tech Fests etc.

IEEE-SJCE

IEEE-SJCE was established in 1992, under IEEE 
Bangalore section with the sole motive of  improving 
student community in technical arena.

Over the years, IEEE-SJCE has had consistent 
membership of  over 150 members from 6b streams of  
engineering- EC,EEE,CS,IT,IS and BT.

Today, it has sprawled throughout the campus of  
SJCE withits own activities and fests all year long, 
making the students more competitive, more 
professional, and enhancing their abilities as engineers.

It is considered to be one of  the most active student 
branches in the country and was even awarded the 
“BEST STUDENT CHAPTER” in India for the year 
2003-2004.
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Go Green' initiative

The world today faces dangers like the green-house 
effect, global warming, and ozone depletion. It is high 
time for each individual to start contributing towards 
preserving our biosphere. Being a student body that 
represents an internationally reputed organisation, 
IEEE-SJCE took a giant step by ruling out paper-pen 
registrations for every event and shifting all 
registrations to be done through the official IEEE-
SJCE app. The app also helps the event managers have a 
database of  participants. Another step towards a green 
planet was the distribution of  the soft copy of  IEEE-
SJCE's official magazine – 'Interface'. The magazine, a 
printed copy of  which used to be given to all IEEE 
members, is now distributed to everyone through social 
media.

Orientation day

In order to get the fresh batch of  students at SJCE 
acquainted with IEEE and the activites conducted by 
the student body, IEEE SJCE conducts an Orientation 
day every year. The Orientation day of  IEEE-SJCE was 
held on 18th August 2016. Dr. K A Radhakrishna Rao, 
Co-ordinator IEEE student branch, PESCE, Mandya 
was the Chief  Guest and Dr. M N Shanmukhaswamy 
was the guest of  honour. Prof. C R Natraj, Branch 
Counsellor of  IEEE-SJCE, Dr. S B. Rudraswamy, 
IEEE-SJCE EDS advisor,

Prof. M.G.Veena, IEEE-SJCE WIE advisor were the 
other dignitaries on the dais. The Orientation day began 
with an invocation song and lighting of  the lamp by the 
dignitaries.

The industrial visit 

 Knowledge is incomplete without practical exposure. 
Keeping this in mind, IEEE-SJCE planned for an 
industrial visit on October 1st as a part of  IEEE DAY 
2016 celebration to LeePra technologies, which is a 
PCB manufacturing company. This visit was preceeded 
by a soldering and etching workshop. This again helped 
the students improve their soldering and etching skills 
and help them get to know about the advanced 
technologies used for the same. Around 150 students 
took part in the industrial visit. This industrial visit was 
the first of  its kind organized by IEEE-SJCE.

AISYWC participation

AISYWC'16 - All India Student, Young professional 
and WIE Congress is where the student representatives 
from different IEEE student branches unite together 
and share their views on betterment of  events. IEEE-
SJCE student branch was successful in bagging the 
'Best infographics award' for the creative design of  
infographics poster. The IEEE-SJCE student 
representatives put forward the initiatives and activities 
held under Silver Jubilee Celebrations of  IEEE SJCE 
student branch.

Recognition of WIE afnity group of 
IEEE-SJCE

IEEE-SJCE WIE chapter has been involved in 
training the most important component -The human 
Capital- which forms the basement for technology. 
IEEE-SJCE WIE wing has taken up many initiatives 
which aim at improving the human resource by helping 
few sections of  society that are unable to experience the 
new technologies. 

The WIE chapter has carved its niche in the IEEE 
student branch and has been growing every year. The 
WIE affinity group of  IEEE-SJCE has been 
recognized and established officially under IEEE-
SJCE student branch. It has been conducting many 
events since its inception and promises to conduct 
more activities in the coming days.

A Peek into Last Year!
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EDS Activities
Practical electronic sessions

Practical Electronics is an educative weekly event 
organised by IEEE – EDS SJCE, aiming at improvising 
the practical knowledge of  student members of  IEEE-
SJCE Student branch. These sessions provide a 
fundamental and a practical approach to students to 
help them develop simple to complex circuits in a step-
by-step manner. 

Snap circuits

In the workshop, the students had hands-on session 
of  basic electrical and electronic circuit components. 
The participants were asked to make a group of  ten and 
visit each circuit in succession where the seniors at each 
circuit explained them in detail. After this, the students 
got the opportunity to rig up the circuits that were 
explained to them. 

Soldering and Etching workshop

Soldering & Etching are the two important methods 
by which one can produce their own circuit boards. For 
the benefit of  the students, these two techniques were 
taught on two different days from scratch.

This year was a big success to the Student Branch, as 
more than 75 teams registered for the event which 
comprised of  more than 150 enthusiastic participants. 
The increasing number of  students every year is itself  a 
measure of  the growing popularity of  the workshop.

ROBOTICS  8.X

This workshop was primarily targeted at students 
who wish to discover the new technology with the help 
of  hands-on training session. The participants were 
introduced to practical and design oriented approach. 
At the end of  the workshop it was ensured that the 
participants got better understanding on automation 
technology. The workshop is so patterned that it is best 
suited for beginners taking their initial steps towards 

robotics, embedded systems and microcontroller 
technology and it also catered to the intermediates who 
are keen to know more about it. 

VPM8.0  Awards and Recognitions

AISYWC participation

AISYWC'16 - All India Student, Young professional 
and WIE Congress is where the student representatives 
from different IEEE student branches unite together 
and share their views on betterment of  events. IEEE-
SJCE student branch was successful in bagging the 
'Best infographics award' for the creative design of  
infographics poster. 

The IEEE-SJCE student representatives put forward 
the initiatives and activities held under Silver Jubilee 
Celebrations of  IEEE SJCE student branch.

Best website award

IEEE Bangalore AGM 2016 was held on February 
2016 at IISc, Bengaluru. IEEE-SJCE student branch 
won the 'Best Student Branch Website Award'. Special 
thanks to our Web Development Board (WDB) headed 
by Kruthi & Varun who made it possible. It was a 
special moment for us that our student branch was 
recognized on a bigger platform.

Recognition of WIE afnity group IEEE-
SJCE

IEEE-SJCE WIE chapter has been involved in 
training the most important component -The human 
Capital- which forms the basement for technology. 
IEEE-SJCE WIE wing has taken up many initiatives 
which aim at improving the human resource by helping 
few sections of  society that are unable to experience the 
new technologies. The WIE chapter has carved its 
niche in the IEEE student branch and has been 
growing every year. It has been conducting many events 
since its inception and promises to conduct more 
activities in the coming days.
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WIE Activities

PRAYAS

Our major social initiative event included visiting 
orphanages and helping theunderprivileged kids. 
About 30 volunteers visited 2 of  the orphanages 'Bapuji 
orphanage' and 'Chayadevi orphanage' in Mysuru, 
thrice in a week regularly. Starting from August 2015, 
we set out on a mission to help students excel in their 
studies. Our volunteers visited the above mentioned 
orphanages, interacted with the young minds and 
helped them with their studies.

Apart from helping them with their studies, we also 
conducted many competitions (coloring and 
handwriting competition) in both the orphanages to 
bring their talent out and encourage them to participate. 
The winners were awarded with exciting prizes. The 
first prize winners were awarded a memento and the 
runner ups were given a goodie . The donation drive 
was held during CYBERIA'16, the annual technical fest 
of  IEEE-SJCE.It was held from 22nd of  March to 10th 
of  April. Interested students willingly donated for this 
good cause.

The collected amount summed upto Rs 9920. We 
purchased books for the children in Chayadevi 
orphanage and boosted their confidence for their 
upcoming annual exams by conducting a small program 
in the orphanage itself. Many necessary sanitary items 
were donated to the children in the Bapuji orphanage.

TECHKNOWLOGIC - WORKSHOP

National Science Day is being celebrated every year 
on 28th February to widely spread a message about the 
most Importance of  science used in the daily life of  the 
people and to display all the activities, efforts and 
achievements in the field of  science for human welfare.

The theme of  the year 2017 is “Science and 
Technology for specially abled people ”. IEEE-SJCE 
WIE celebrated the National Science Day by 
conducting a workshop on basics of  MSP430 for the 
students of  PDA, JSS-STU. The workshop was 
conducted for 2 days, i.e. on 1 st March 2017 and 2 nd 
March 2017. About 50 students from PDA attended the 
workshop which was organized and conducted 
completely by volunteers of  IEEE-SJCE student 
branch. We had mainly focused on introducing the new 
integrated development board titled MSP430 by Texas 
Instruments. 

The objective of  the workshop was met as the 
volunteers were able to teach the students, how to use 
MSP430 using Energia IDE. The volunteers and the 
organizers proved themselves by communicating with 
the specially abled students which indeed was a 
challenge for the successful completion of  the 
workshop. The participants were provided with the 
participation certificates and were encouraged by the 
volunteers to take up Engineering after the successful 
completion of  their diploma.
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TUXEDO ‘16 

   IEEE-SJCE celebrates its Open Source festival 
'Tuxedo', in the odd semester, every year. The motto of  
the festival is to publicise the vision of  open source, and 
promote the use of  Open Source software. It features 
many workshops and contests that test the 'Open-
Source quotient' in emerging professionals. On 17th   
October 2016, IEEE-SJCE flagged off  Tuxedo with a 
ceremonial inauguration.

 

Tux talks

Eminent personality, Dr. S.K. Padma, HOD, Dept. of  
IS, SJCE, Mysuru spoke at the inauguration of  
Tuxedo'16. Dr. S.K Padma spoke about the importance 
of  Open Source in the present scenario. 

Science ashram is an Open Source online learning 
platform.. Rohan and Vivek from Science Ashram 
briefed the students about the various opportunities at 
Science Ashram. 

Brainchase 

Brainchase is an online treasure hunt. The event was 
basically a puzzle solver, which required the 
participants to connect to the images displayed and find 
or guess a common entity related to the same.

Questionario

The first event of  Tuxedo'16, the Tech Quiz, 
Questionario was a kick starter for the events to follow. 
The participants were quizzed with interesting and 
informative questions on modern day computer 
technology and open source domain. 

Open Debate

The IEEE SJCE Editorial board organised a debate 
competition 'Open Debates'. The event featured 
discussions among participants on technological topics 
that were being prominently discussed of  late. 

Coding Owl

Coding Owl, an online C programming event, 
focussed on bringing out the competitive coding and 
problem-solving ability of  the participants. The event 
was open for all and was free of  cost. It was hosted on 
the Hackerrank platform, which is a very common 
name associated with competitive programming these 
days. 

Akrithi

Aakrithi was a painting and sketching competition 
conducted by WIE chapter of  IEEE-SJCE as a part of  
Tuxedo 2016. The competition was open for students 
from all the disciplines of  engineering. The theme set 
was "Open Source". The competition aimed at bringing 
out the creative ideas about open source in the form of  
sketches and paintings.

Networking and cloud computing 
workshop

The workshop started with the introduction of  
computer network and dealt with the use of  Cisco 
Packet Tracer software. The participants were taught to 
create their own servers and set up communication. 
The cloud computing part started with basic cloud 
concepts like IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. 
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CYBERIA’17

IEEE-SJCE conducts its annual technical festival 
'Cyberia' every year, in the even semester. Every year 
there are many pre-festival events heralding the arrival 
of  Cyberia, lining up to the grand inauguration. The 
three-day festival drew students and professionals from 
across the state. The festival successfully culminated on 
its third day, with the winners from every event, being 
awarded with great prizes.

Panel discussion

The inauguration function was succeeded by the 
panel discussion in which the panellists held a 
discussion on the topic- 'The student resource of  India 
is being spent abroad with missions like make in India, 
digital India, rural India, should the students continue 
doing this? 

Wolf of Cyberia

Wolf  of  Cyberia is a competition that tests the 
business aptitude of  the contestants. The competition 
required teams of  two, and consisted of  three rounds. 
The first round was a quiz. The second round required 
the contestants to come up with an idea to build their 
start-up. 

Jugaad

Jugaad is a fun literary event conducted by the 
Editorial Board of  IEEE. The topics were absurd and 
amusing. The idea of  the event was to pick any, some or 
all the topics and come up with a fun, crazy or even a 
silly logic to prove them right. 

E-nnovation

The motto of  the event was to test the practical 
problem-solving ability of  engineers and reward the 
most innovative minds. It demanded a futuristic idea 
from the teams. 

Mock Placements

Mock Placement is the one of  the main events of  
Cyberia. Participants go through different rounds of  
placement selection procedure for self-evaluation. 
Winners were selected separately from each year. One 
from first and second year, two from third year.

Fury Road

Fury Road was the Robot race competition 
conducted by IEEE-SJCE  as a part of  Cyberia, where 
we created a mud track consisting of  various obstacles 
and terrain. Participants with their bots attended the 
competition. There were around 12 teams each 
consisting of  4 members each. There were three rounds 
and 4 teams made  it to the finals. 

EXQUIZZITE

Exquizzite was a quizzing event held on the last day 
of  Cyberia. It was the last event of  the fest. It was a 
general quiz consisting of  a few technical questions 
also. 

Amaze 

Amaze, a line follower robotics competition was 
conducted by IEEE-SJCE EDS as a part of  Cyberia. In 
this competition, the robots built by  the participants, 
with the digital sensors given to them, were supposed to 
follow a black track provided. 
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“Conversion of  Waste plastic to Petrol”

Abstract

Plastics have woven their way into our daily lives and 
now pose a tremendous threat to the environment. 
Over a 100 million tonnes of  plastics are produced 
annually worldwide, and the used products have 
become a common feature at overflowing bins and 
landfills. Though work has been done to make futuristic 
biodegradable plastics, there have not been many 
conclusive steps towards cleaning up the existing 
problem. Here, the process of  converting waste plastic 
into value added fuels is explained as a viable solution 
for recycling of  plastics. Thus two universal problems 
such as problems of  waste plastic and problems of  fuel 
shortage are being tackled simultaneously. In this study, 
plastic wastes (low density polyethylene) were used for 
the pyrolysis to get fuel oil that has the same physical 
properties as the fuels like petrol, diesel etc.

INTRODUCTION

Economic growth , changing consumption and 
production patterns are resulting in rapid increase in 
generation of  waste plastics in the world. Due to the 
increase in the amount of  waste plastic generated, they 
are becoming a major stream in solid waste. After food 
waste and paper waste, plastic waste is the major 
constitute of  municipal and industrial waste in cities. 
Even the cities with low economic growth have started 
producing more plastic waste due to plastic packaging, 
plastic shopping bags, PET bottles and other 
goods/appliances which uses plastic as the major 
component. This increase has turned into a major 
challenge for local authorities, responsible for solid 
waste management and sanitation. Due to lack of  
integrated solid waste management, most of  the plastic 
waste is neither collected properly nor disposed, in 
appropriate manner, to avoid its negative impacts on 
environment and public health and waste plastics are 
causing littering and choking of  sewerage system. On 
the other hand, plasticwaste recycling can provide an 
opportunity to collect and dispose plastic waste in the 
most environmental friendly way and it can be 
converted into a resource.

In most of  the situations, plastic waste recycling 
could also be economically viable, as it generates 
resources, which are in high demand. In general, the 
conversion of  waste plastic into fuel requires feed 
stocks which are non-hazardous and combustible.

In particular, each type of  waste plastic conversion 
method has its own suitable feedstock. The 

composition of  the plastics used as feedstock may be 
very different and some plastic articles might contain 
undesirable substances (e.g. additives such as flame-
retardants containing bromine and antimony 
compounds or plastics containing nitrogen, halogens, 
sulphur or any other hazardous substances) which pose 
potential risks to humans and to the environment.

Fuel Demand 

In India the fuel consumption is about 34 lakh tones 
but we produce only 2.7 lakh. As India is heading 
towards industrialisation, transportation plays a major 
r o l e .  T h u s m a n k i n d  h a s  t o  r e l y  o n  t h e 
alternate/renewable energy sources like biomass, 
hydropower, geothermal energy, wind energy, solar 
energy, nuclear energy, etc. Waste plastic to liquid fuel is 
also an alternate energy source path, which can 
contribute to depletion of  fossil fuel as in this process 
liquid. Fuel with similar properties as that of  petrol 
fuels is obtained.

LITERATURE SURVEY REVIEW

In order to have a proper background study on 
technologies available for conversion of  waste plastics 
to fuel, literature survey is carried out to know its 
various applied method. People were enthusiastic about 
this concept, as the plastic disposal is a major problem 
and also fuel cost is more in these days. They are ready 
to use the product (fuel) in their automobiles only if  the 
efficiency and quality of  the fuel is satisfactory and also 
if  it is affordable. We tested the produced fuel in college 
vehicles and it works.

COMMERCIALIZATION POTENTIAL

Definitely the product has a greater potential to 
survive in market. As there is no efficient method to 
recycle plastic since plastic is non-biodegradable and 
the petrol prices are at high these days, there is a scope 
for the machine which converts the waste plastic into 
petrol. Cost accounting for this project is less as 
compared to existing devices and being eco-friendly is a 
plus point to this product. And also lack of  
competitors, make this product sustain in market. 
Hence there is a scope for this project in market.

The plastic is disposed to the environment and simply 
burnt in the open space accounting for pollution or it is 
recycled to a small extent. Plastic products affect 
wildlife, wildlife habitat, or animals. It decreases the 
importing of  petrol and increases the Indian economic 
conditions.

MANJUNATH SINGH    MOHANKUMAR K    ADARSH SABARAD    SUSHMITHA S S
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU NATIONAL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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ECONOMIC VIABILITY

We have already completed the prototype of  this 

project. Our prototype converts the 500gm of  waste 
plastic into 350ml fuel (petrol). Power consumption for 
conversion of  500gm of  waste plastic to fuel is 2kWh. 
Cost of  one unit of  electricity as per latest government 
rules is Rs.3.70. Therefore cost for power consumption 
is Rs.7.40. labour charges for collection of  raw material 
(waste plastic) is Rs.2.00 for 500gm. Total cost incurred 
for production of  350ml from 500gm of  waste plastic is 
Rs.9.40. Now, we are trying to scale up this prototype to 
convert 10kg of  waste plastic to fuel and planned to 
plant this in our collage. The approximate yield is about 
9ltr of  petrol for 10kg of  plastic as we are using the 
comparatively large quantity of  plastic the losses are 
less and the waste gases formed during the process can 
be used as bio gas or LPG gas. Cost rate for 1ltr of  
petrol in market is RS.75.00, the petrol obtained by this 
process can cost approximately Rs35.00-40.00 i.e. 50% 
less compared to the present fuel rate. We can save 
approximately Rs40.00. If  you help us we can scale up 
this project to convert 1000kg of  waste plastic to petrol 
we can plant it in public places as a start-up. This 
increases the condition of  Indian economy.

TECHNOLOGY STACK

The crushed plastic is added to reactor.  The reactor is 

heated using the heaters and plastic is heated up to the 
400 degree Celsius, until all the plastic in the reactor 
sublimate and get converted to hydrocarbons gases. 
These hydrocarbon gases are passed through the 
copper tube for condensation, a liquid which has 
properties that are similar to that of  crude petroleum is 
obtained. The liquid is again heated using the heater and 
vapour is passed through fractional distillation column 
and condensed to obtain the desired fraction. The 
obtained fraction is collected in collector which can be 
used as fuel

Prototype: 1st Model

2D drawing of our scaling up plant

3D drawing for scaling up plant

Prototype: 2nd Model 

This is the Second Model on which we are presently 

working & it will be ready within 2 weeks. We are trying 
our best to make this a STARTUP.
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Production and supply

India  is  struggling  to  import petrol from the other 
countries, transportation of  the petrol is also a difficult 
task, major loses are occurring in the petrol 
transportation which is indirectly affecting the Indian 
economy. By using this plant we can produce the petrol 
and supply it easily. No transportation losses occur & 
create the employment opportunities. We have a good 
plan to establish this all over the world which helps in 
developing the Indian economy.

Dependencies

1.Waste plastic

2. Electricity

3. Customers

4. Government support

Emission test

Emission test conducted on the fuel produced by the 
prototype 1 is as follows

CONCLUSION

Plastics present a major threat to today's society and 
environment. Over 14 million tons of  plastics are 
dumped into the oceans annually killing about 
1,000,000species of  oceanic life. Alternative fuels 
developed from waste plastic have the potential to have 
a positive impact on the environment in two ways. 

First of  all, the presence of  waste plastic in the land 
field degrades the soil fertility and these waste plastic 
can be used for the production of  high quality 
fuels.Based on the statistics, the world wide 

consumption of  petroleum is nearly 82.4 million 
barrels per day that is close to 30 billion barrels each 
year. Whereas the production of  petrol is only 26 billion 
barrel per year in the producing nation. Not all the 
countries in the world can produce petroleum because 
of  their economic situation or limited sources but they 
still have the need for consumption.

Out of  196 countries in the world, there are only 40 
countries that produce petroleum. Rest of  the countries 
has to import their fuel, which can cause major 
economic complication for the country. In India 689.5 
metric tons of  waste plastic produced per day i.e. 5.6 
million metric tons of  waste plastic annually. These 
plastics can be converted into petrol using our project 
setup. Our project set up is simple and compact design. 

The petro chemical properties of  the fuel is equal to 
conventional petrol, the millage of  the vehicle is 
increased by 2km per litre since sulphur content is nil in 
this product it is eco-friendly which stresses on the use 
of  our fuel oil as an alternative fuel. The unit of  this 
type can be used which implements the decentralization 
of  fuel production and plastic disposal problem can be 
gotten rid of. As the waste plastic reduces, soil fertility 
increases which helps the formers to harvest better 
yield. 

The implementation of  fuel oil unit helps in the 
formation of  employment, which increases the living 
style of  poor people, the implementation of  this unit 
makes us independent of  oil import from foreign 
countries. If  we start exporting this fuel, our Indian 
currency rate would increase.

G u i d e d  b y : - D r .  L  K  S r e e p a t h i 
https ://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8kAmZt 
cYneRRFljRmdQV3hPS0U/view?usp=dri ves
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Smartphone Based Pulmonary Function 
Analyzer

- Menita M Patil     Murali Ramu   ECE, SJCE

Abstract  

The  vogue  of   respiratory  affliction  such  as 
ASTHMA   and   COPD(Chronic   Obstructive   
Pulmonary Disease) is increasing across the world, with 
more than 600 million afflicted with COPD and more 
than 300 million with ASTHMA. The spirometer 
equipment used in hospitals for pulmonary function 
testing costs thousands of  dollars, which is beyond the 
means of  health care facilities in many countries. 

The objective of  this project is to design a low-cost 
smart phone-based   pulmonary   function   analyzer. 
The system consists of  3 parts i)The spirometer shell 
ii)The pressure sensor  and  electronics  iii)The  
android  application .The transitory flow rate during 
breathing is measured by a pressure sensor as air passes 
through a fine stainless steel mesh in the shell.   The 
pressure   sensor   output   is   monitored by a 
microcontroller which transmits the data over a 
Bluetooth .The data is then received by an android app 
running on a smart phone which analyses the data and 
displays it graphically .The app correlates predicted 
values with standard values based on these comparisons 
the app determines the probabilities of  the results, 
matching five different respiratory affliction.

Keywords— Pulmonar y,  As thma ,  COPD, 
Spirometer Shell

I.INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of  respiratory illnesses such as 
Asthma and COPD has been growing rapidly across the 
world. 600 million people worldwide have COPD, and it 
is projected to become the third leading cause of  deaths 
worldwide by 2030. More than 300 million in the world 
have asthma, and as many as 14% of  the world's 
children had asthmatic symptoms last year. These 
diseases are not curable, but early detection and 
treatment can slow down their progression. Almost 
90% of  all COPD deaths occur in developing nations, 
where the patients have no access to expensive 
diagnostic equipment. As a result, 75% of  those 
affected remain untreated. Respiratory diseases are 
diagnosed  by  a  device  called  the  spirometer,  which 
measures lung function by measuring the volume of  air 
that a 

patient expels. Current spirometers can cost between 
$1000 and $4000. In  addition,  current  spirometers  
use  custom hardware  and  software,  preventing  the  

development   of  software applications that can use the 
data, and to share the data for research purposes. With 
the increasing proliferation of  Internet-connected 
smart-phones across the world, low-cost smart-phone-
based  medical  devices  are  now  an  attractive 
alternative  to  traditional  custom-made  medical  
quipment, especially  in  developing  countries.  Some  
Android  smart-phones now cost less than $50. Using 
these smart-phones for computing and visualization. it 
possible to design an open-respiratory illnesses.

II. OVERVIEW

A spirometer measures the air flow rate in 
liters/second by making the expelled air pass through a 
constriction, which results in a change in its pressure. If  
the flow through the constriction is composed of, the 
flow rate is proportional to the difference in pressure on 
each side of  the constriction. Thus, by measuring the 
differential pressure on both sides of  the constriction, it 
is possible to measure the flow rate. The flow volume 
(amount of  air expelled) over any interval can be 
determined by integrating the flow rate over the 
interval.

Figure 1.Spirometer Shell, There are two common 
designs for a spirometer . In the Lilly spirometer, the 
resistance to the flow comes from a fine wire mesh 

inserted in the path of  the air flow. This reduces the 
effective area for the flow, thus causing a change in 
pressure. In the Fleisch spirometer, the constriction is 
created by a network of  capillary tubes. The Lilly design 
of  spirometer is more suitable for 3D printing, and is 
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also easier to clean.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The system consists of  three parts (i) the spirometer 
body,(ii) pressure sensor and electronics and (iii) 
visualisation device. The spirometer body is connected 
to pressure sensor through tubes for easy removal and 
cleaning. The pressure sensor and electronics  are  
mounted  in  a  separate  enclosure,  which includes  
micro-controller  and  Bluetooth  transmitter.  The 
visual  device  can  be  a  smart-Phone,  tablet  or  pc  
with Bluetooth receiver.

Figure 2. Block Diagram for Spirometer

The spirometer shell is the mechanical part of  the 
system used to measure the air flow from breathing. A 
spirometer measures the air flow rate in litres/second 
by making the expelled air to pass through a 
constriction, which results in change in its pressure. 
The flow rate is proportional to the difference in 
pressure  of   the  constriction.  Thus ,by   measuring  
the differential pressure on both sides of  the 
constriction, it is possible to measure the flow rate. The 
flow volume is over any interval can be determined by 
integrating the flow rate over the interval. The 
spirometer housing has two pressure sensor ports, one 
each side of  mesh , which are attached to the pressure 
using tubes. The analog output voltage of  the sensor is 
converted   into   digital   using   analog   to   digital 
converter(ADC). 

Arduino board is used to sample the data and transmit 
over a Bluetooth wireless link because of  its very low 
power requirements. The third component of  the 
system is visualisation device. The pressure data 
transmitted over a Bluetooth link can be received by any 
device equipped with a Bluetooth receiver. An Android 
application is developed to receive the data, graph it, 

and compute the performance. The app  computes  
various  quantitative  metrics  of   the  lung 
performance and compares them with predicted values. 
Based on the results, the app determines the 
probabilities of  five different respiratory diseases.

IV. CONCLUSION

Low cost pulmonary function analyzer has the 
potential to revolutionize health care. The modular and 
open source design of  the system makes it attractive 
platform for the development of  the new software 
applications to diagnose and manage respiratory illness. 
This breathing simulator is capable of  simulating  
breathing  patterns  by  individual  with  varied 
pulmonary illness. Low cost micro-controller, 3D 
printers, low power wireless, and open-source software 
makes it cheaper.
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Abstract

 This project acts as an assistive technology, designed 
to allow individuals with paralysis caused due to 
cerebral palsy, Parkinson's disease, peripheral 
neuropathy, botulism, etc. to access and communicate 
with the environment, using voluntary tongue motion 
and minimal bodily gestures. The tongue is not usually 
affected by spinal cord injuries. This makes it an 
attractive control modality for individuals with severe 
physical disabilities which has been harvested through 
this project to provide independence to these patients. 
Communication with these patients has always been an 
obstacle which is solved by mapping minimal bodily 
gestures into different messages, each specifying a need.

INTRODUCTION

Paralysis is loss of  function of  one or more muscles, 
accompanied by sensory loss in the affected area in case 
of  sensory damage as well as motor damage. Most cases 
of  paralysis lead to disability in the limbs but the tongue 
is an exception. With many inherent capabilities, owing 
to the fact that it is connected to the brain via the cranial 
nerves instead of  the spinal cord, it has been used as an 
advantage to provide freedom of  mobility to the 
affected. Limited motion of  the tongue is harnessed to 
control a wheelchair. 

An integrated module that consists of  a display and 
alerting system is controlled by a device that detects 
motion to efficiently solve the task of  monitoring, 
rehabilitating and communicating with these patients.

I. OBJECTIVE
A. To ease the task of  assistance to the paralysed Paralysed 

patients often fail to express their needs and thoughts. They 
are only catered timely, to their basic requirements. On the 
other hand, it is also  hard for the care taker to decipher what 
need the patient wants to express. The communication aid 
bridges this gap. This also helps notify the caretaker of  any 
emergency as well.

B. To reduce the dependence for mobility
 Most self- controlled wheelchairs use a joystick or an on 
board remote control. Since these patients do not have the 
ability to operate these type of  systems. They hence 
require constant assistance. We use the most statistically 

unharmed organ i.e. the tongue to control the wheelchair.

II. BACKGROUND
The hardware and software components used in this 
project are:

A. Communication aid

1. Hall effect sensor

It works on the principle of  hall magnetic effect. It is a 
small rectangular piece of  semiconductor material. 
This sensor is activated by the external prevailing 
magnetic field. The output signal is proportional to the 
strength of  magnetic field passing through the 
semiconductor. In other words, it can be devised as an 
analog transducer. When the magnetic flux density 
around the sensor goes beyond a pre-set threshold 
value, a voltage called the hall voltage is induced.

2. Accelerometer
It is used to measure the proper acceleration which is 
different from coordinate acceleration. It is used in a 
wide range of  applications such as in maintaining 
stability of  drones, inertial navigation systems, etc. 
Single and multiple axes models are available which can 
be used to detect magnitude and direction of  proper 
acceleration, as a vector quantity. Multiple axes 
accelerometers detect the relative change in x,y and z 
axes. Hence it can be used to detect orientation, 
vibration etc. of  a body on which it is mounted.

3. Gsm module

GSM/GPRS module is a class of  wireless MODEM 
devices designed for communication of  a computer 
with the GSM and GPRS network. It requires a SIM 
card like mobile phones. We use this module to send 
information to the care taker in case they aren't alerted 
by the sounding mechanism.

4. Arduino mega

This microcontroller with immense capabilities is 
used for integration of  various modules for the 
communication as well as mobility aspects of  this 
project. It can be programmed using its own IDE, 
which is written in Java.
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5. Sounding mechanism

The Arduino is used to alert people around the 
patient in case of  an emergency by issuing a message 
on the LCD screen and after a certain delay if  the 
patient is still not tended to, sounds a buzzer. If  this 
method fails we use the GSM module to send an 
SMS.

6. Motor driver

L293d, a driver primarily used for DC motors uses 
the concept of  H-bridge. The H-bridge enables the 
voltage to flow in either direction to control its 
clockwise and anti-clockwise motion. Since there are 
two H-bridges in one IC it is possible to operate two 
motors at the same time.

7. Motor

Dc motors are used on a small scale replica of  the 
wheelchair, which is connected to the driver and 
powered by a 12V on board battery. The speed with 
which the motor rotates depends upon the current 
carried by the armature and the magnetic field that is 
produced in the magnets of  the motor.

III. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

1. COMMUNICATION AID

To be able to communicate about even the most 
basic needs is a tough task for the paralysed that this 
communica t ion module  a ims to  a id .  An 
accelerometer (ADXL 335) which works on a 3.3V – 
5V input is used to map any minimal motion of  one's 
body to a set of  messages that each correspond to a 
need that the patient wishes to express. 

It is mounted on the most mobile part of  the body, 
say the tip of  a finger and slightest intended 
movements in different directions, produce an 
analog output in the x, y and z axes based on the 
displacement of  the finger. 

A combination of  values of  x, y and z axes is coded 
to correspond to a certain direction. A message 
corresponding to that direction is displayed on the 
LCD monitor used while also giving out a buzz/ 
voice output of  the same message. The buzzer is 
allowed to buzz until either someone attends to the 
patients need and turns it off  or it crosses the set 
threshold limit, crossing which would mean that 
there is no person around the patient for help. In 
such a case, an SMS is sent out to the mobile number 
of  the caretaker/ guardian of  the patient using a 

GSM module. All the modules mentioned above are 
integrated with Arduino Mega to form the 

communication aid.

fig: Module for communication aid

2. MOBILITY AID

Dependency for mobility is a major concern for 
the paralysed. The loss of  motion in the limbs 
forbids them from using a self  controlled wheelchair 
too, since it is to be operated using a joystick. Hence, 
a wheelchair that runs based on basic tongue motion 
is of  great help. 

Hall effect sensors ( 44E 938) are mounted on an 
orthodontic brace that is to be worn by the paralysed 
person. A minimum of  three of  these sensors maybe 
be used, each to denote different directions - left, 
straight and right. A tiny but powerful magnet is 
implanted on the tip of  the tongue by surgical means 
or using edible adhesives. 

The output from the sensor is an analog voltage 
based on the magnetic field generated by the magnet 
when it is moved in the proximity of  the sensors via 
the tongue. As the tip of  the tongue is brought near 
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one of  the sensors, a magnetic field is generated and a 
corresponding voltage is produced. A threshold is set 
for this output, which when crossed, signals are sent to 
the motors of  the wheel chair. Excitation of  different 
sensors send differently coded signals to the motor 
driver of  the wheel chair that corresponds to a 
particular direction.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Hall effect sensors and accelerometer have been 
calibrated. Mobility and communication modules 
were built and tested separately. When a magnet is 
brought close to hall effect sensors, the motors start 
rotating in a particular direction based on the 
comparative drop in the voltage of  the hall effect 
sensor i.e., the sensor which generates the minimum 
voltage determines the direction of  rotation of  the 
wheels. 

A bot can be considered as the miniature version of  
wheelchair. It is coded to move left, right and forward 
until the magnet stays close to the sensor. For the 
communication module, we use an accelerometer 
placed on the most mobile part of  the body, through 
which directions are derived which are hence, coded 
into message strings denoting basic needs. These are 
displayed on the LCD module. 

A buzzer simultaneously starts beeping once a 
message arrives until someone responds and switches 
it off. If  however the buzzer keeps sounding for a 
certain duration, the caretaker is notified through gsm 
module indicating that the patient is in need.

V. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

For the communication module, text to voice 
conversions can be added to efficiently adhere to the 
needs of  the patient without having to view messages 
on the lcd screen each time. IMU integrates direction 
as well as rotation sensing which can be used to convey 
more messages. 

The tongue control need not be used only on a 
wheelchair but instead can be used to control a pointer 
on  the  sc reen  which  enab les  to  improve 
communication between caretaker and the patient by 
choosing a precise message in the form of  sentences 

within a database.

VI. CONCLUSION

This project provides an overall aid for mobility and 
communication of  the paralysed patients. This system 
helps in reducing the burden on a patient's family or 
caretakers thus reducing the health-care cost and also 
making the patients less dependent.
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A Peculiar Thing in Electronics
 - Prajwal B R, II Year, EC

When the prices of  almost all the commodities 
increase, there is one sector in which the price decreases 
to a great extent. This sector is nothing but digital 
electronics, where the price either decreases or the 
gadget becomes outdated. Have you ever wondered 
why is it so? The whole secret lies in the exponential 
growth of  technology. The rate is so high that every 
new gadget that comes to the market becomes outdated 
within a year and new gadgets with much improved 

features and better performance rush into the market 
with thundering speed. In the marketing sense it is 
called market skimming. 

Human civilization began nearly 800 lifetimes (1 
lifetime = 60 years approx.) ago. Since then man is 
becoming more and more smarter. The field of  
electronics has been growing only for the last 3 
lifetimes. The remaining 797 lifetimes didn't see the 
change in a way we are experiencing now. We are very 
fortunate to witness such changes.

From the earlier vacuum tubes to the current 
microprocessors the historical growth of  IC 
computing power has profoundly changed the way we 
create, process, communicate and store information. 
The engine of  this phenomenal growth is the ability to 
shrink the transistor dimensions every few years. In 
1965 Dr. Moore had published a paper which meant 
that integration of  transistors at 28 nm size provides 

more transistors per dollar. According to him if  the size 
of  the transistors goes below the mentioned, the cost 
of  the manufacture would drastically increase. This 
trend called Moore's law has continued for the past 50 
years. The predicted demise of  the Moore's law has 
been repeatedly proved wrong, thanks to the 
technological breakthroughs like optical resolution, 
enhancement techniques, high –K metal gates, multi 
gate transistors, fully depleted ultra-thin body 

technology, and 3-D wafer stacking. However, it is 
projected that in two decades, transistor dimensions 
will reach a point where it will become uneconomical to 
shrink them any further, which will eventually result in 
the end of  the CMOS scaling roadmap. One or two 
decades from now the price would stop decreasing and 
remain fixed for some time and might start increasing 
even in the field of  electronics with no doubt.

We really are fortunate to exist in this era of  
technology and information where we get data at our 
finger tips. But it depends on us, how we convert the 
information into knowledge and further apply it in a 
rightful way and make things that become a part of  
ultimate reality.
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Cryptocurrency
- Keerthi V, II Year, IS

In the recent years, we've seen that Cryptocurrency 
has become a global phenomenon and is even 
considered revolutionary. The hype for it has increased 
after a lot of  people have made gigantic amounts of  
money through their investments in Cryptocurrency. 
Yet, it is still something understood by only “geeks” and 
is considered mysterious, and even scary to some. But 
beyond the noise and the press releases, the 
overwhelming majority people - even bankers, 
consultants, scientists, and developers-have a very 
limited knowledge about cryptocurrencies. So let's take 
a walk throughthe basic concepts that govern this form 
of  digital currency.

What is Cryptocurrency?

A cryptocurrency (or crypto currency) is a digital 
asset designed to work as a medium ofexchange using 
cryptography to secure the transactionsand to control 
the creation of  additional units of  the currency. In 
simple words, it is a list of  transactions of  money 
between different parties. It is characterised by a 
c o n t r o l l e d  e n v i r o n m e n t  f o r  a d d i n g  n e w 
data of  transactions to the list, while being completely 
secured by the use of  cryptographical methods.

Cryptocurrencies emerged as a side product of  
another invention, by the name Bitcoin created in 2009 
by pseudonymous developer Satoshi Nakamoto. It was 
intended to be a “A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash 
System.“ The single most important part of  Satoshi's 
invention was that he found a way to build a 
decentralized digital cash system ,i.e. a digital 
cash system that does not need a mediator like a bank or 
the government to interfere.

To further understand this concept, consider money 
in a bank account. It is literally just entries in a database 
that can only be changed under specific conditions. 
Similarly, we have cryptocurrencies, in which the 
transactions are entered into a database specific to the 
currency, while the value of  the currency will initially be 
given by what is mutually agreed upon by the creators 
of  the currency, with no interference from any bank or 
government. The market price, however, is based on 
many factors like supply and demand, block chain 
difficulty level, market dilution, public perception etc. 
The most popular cryptocurrencies of  today are 
Bitcoin, Etherium, Ripple, Litecoin and Monero.

How do they work?

A cryptocurrency like Bitcoin consists of  a 
network of  peers. Every peer has a record of  
the complete history of  all transactions and 

thus of  the balance of  every account. A  
transaction is a file that says, “Bob gives X 
Bitcoin to Alice“ and is signed by Bob's private 
key. It's basic public key cryptography. After 
being signed, a transaction is broadcasted in the 
network, sent from one peer to every other 
p e e r .  T h i s  i s  b a s i c  p 2 p -
technology.Confirmation is a critical concept in 
cryptocurrencies. 

As long as a transaction is unconfirmed, it is pending 
and can be forged. When a transaction is confirmed, it 
is set in stone. It is no longer forgeable, it can't be 
reversed, it is part of  an immutable record of  historical 
transactions and it is public. And this ledger is known as 
blockchain.Only miners can confirm transactions.This 
is their job in acryptocurrency-network.They 
take transactions, stamp them as legit and spread them 
i n  t h e  n e t w o r k .  A f t e r  a  t r a n s a c t i o n 
is confirmed by a miner, every node has to add it to its 
d a t a b a s e .  I t  h a s  b e c o m e  p a r t  o f  t h e 
blockchain. 

For this job, the miners get rewarded with a token of  
the cryptocurrency, for example with Bitcoins. Since 
the miner's activity is the single most important part of  
cryptocurrency-system we should stay for a moment 
and take a deeper look at it.

What do the miners do?

Principally everybody can be a miner. Since a 
decentralized network has no authority to delegate this 
task, a cryptocurrency needs some kind of  mechanism 
to prevent one ruling party from abusing it. If  someone 
creates thousands of  peer and spreads false 
transactions, the system would break immediately.

So, Satoshi set the rule that the miners need to invest 
some work of  their computers to qualify for this task. 
In fact, they have to find a hash - a product of  a 
cryptographic function - that connects the new block 
with its predecessor (A block is basically the list of  
transactions). This is called the Proof-of-Work. In 
Bitcoin, it is based on the SHA 256 Hash algorithm. It is 
interesting to note that to crack the hash value of  a 
block, one would have to potentially go through 2^256 
trials. This algorithm apparently hasn't been cracked 
yet, hence is considered one of  the safest.

You don't need to understand details about SHA 256. 
It's only important you know that it can be the basis of  a 
cryptologic puzzle i.e. find the hash value and produce 
the proof  of  work. After finding a solution, a miner can 
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build a block and add it to the blockchain. The 
blockchain with the highest proof  of  work will be 
considered as the right chain, and this chain will be 
continued. As an incentive, he has the right to add a so-
called coin base transaction that gives him a specific 
number of  Bitcoins. This is the only way to create valid 
Bitcoins. Bitcoins can only be created if  miners solve a 
cryptographic puzzle. Since the difficulty of  this puzzle 
increases the amount of  computer power the whole 
miner's invest, there is only a specific amount of  

cryptocurrency token than can be created in a given 
amount of  time. This is part of  the consensus no peer 
in the network can break.

Certain notable advantages and disadvantages of  
Cryptocurrency

1.) Irreversible: After confirmation, a transaction 
can't be reversed. By nobody. And nobody means 
nobody. Not you, not your bank, not the president of  
the United States, not Satoshi, not your miner. Nobody. 
If  you send money, you send it. No one can help you, 
ifyou sent your funds to a scammer or if  a hacker stole 
them from your computer. There is no safety net.

2.) Pseudonymous: Neither transactions nor 

accounts are connected to real worldidentities. You 
receive Bitcoins on so-called addresses, which are 
randomly seeming chains of  around 30 characters. 
While it is usually possible to analyze the transaction 
flow, it is not necessarily possible to connect the real 
world identity of  users with those addresses. This 
property has been used in many transactions for illegal 
trades of  weapons ,drugs and even human trafficking.

3.) Fast and global: Transaction are propagated nearly 
instantly in the network and are

confirmed in a couple of  minutes. Since they happen 
in a global network of  computers, they are completely 
indifferent of  your physical location. It doesn't matter 
if  I send Bitcoin to my neighbour or to someone on the 
other side of  the world.

4.) Secure: Cryptocurrency funds are locked in a 
publ ic  key  cr yptog raphy sys tem.  Only  the 
owner of  the private key can send cryptocurrency. 
S t r o n g  c r y p t o g r a p h y  a n d  t h e  m a g i c  o f  
big numbers makes it impossible to break this scheme. 

5.) Permission less: You don't have to ask anybody to 
use cryptocurrency. It's just asoftware that everybody 
can download for free. 
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What makes Python Python ?
-Divya Kamath, III Year, Cs

At present, there are over 260 programming 
languages.  Most of  them are esoter ic,  i .e. , 
incomprehensible by programmers, let alone those who 
don't understand code. Then there are others which are 
routinely used, like C or Java. Even though these are 
widely supported and propagated, they might still evade 
the understanding of  people. Now what? Python is the 
answer.

Briefing the history of  Python, it was formulated in 
late 1980s and implemented in early 1990s by Guido 
van Rossum. The widely used Python 2.0, was released 
in 2000, making it relatively new in the long line of  
programming languages. The newest version, the 
Python 3.0 was released in 2008. Since the release, 
Python has gone on to take over the world as one of  the 
most popular programming languages. Today, roughly 
500 of  the top tier industries have verified that they use 
Python and these include tech giants like Google, 
Facebook, Dropbox, Quora and also other government 
organisations like NASA or ISRO. 

There are multiple reasons why Python is revered. 
First and foremost, the simplicity of  the language is 
astounding. The code has a high readability, along with 
object oriented features which makes the code elegant. 
Compared to its scripting competitor, Perl, Python 
code looks much less cryptic. The indentation not only 
makes the code look tidy, but also removes the 
headache of  closing all those braces you need to put in 
C. Also, it employs dynamic typing, removing the 
overhead of  specifying the types of  arguments and 
variables, for the inbuilt polymorphic mechanism takes 
care of  that. This enables it to have much less lines of  
code than Java or C++.

Python is one of  the best languages for beginners to 
start with as it has a very gradual learning curve. It has 
very little overhead and excess code, it becomes easy to 
grasp continually more difficult concepts rather than 
focus on the code design. Another added advantage is 
that errors appear on runtime rather than the program 
failing to compile as a whole, which prevents the 
daunting task of  running through the entire code which 
might just be a missing semicolon. 

Python is also very versatile, with application in 
various fields ranging from web design and cloud 
computing to big data computations. Python supports 
both object oriented coding and scripting which makes 
it suitable for various situations. One of  the major 
advantages of  Python is its huge package repository 
which is said to have over 85,000 modules and scripts 
which are ready to use. These modules deliver pre-

packaged functionality and solve problems as diverse as 
working with databases, computer vision, advanced 
data analytics such as sentiment analysis, or any web 
services. 

Data analysis is an interesting field of  systematically 
applying statistical and logical techniques to describe, 
illustrate and evaluate valid data. These days, Python is 

one of  the most preferred languages for data science. 
Recent survey shows that about 40 per-cent of  the data 
scientists use it for their work. It is believed to be 
because it's a common programing language that can be 
found across different teams in the organization. 
Hence, Python has become a programing language that 
links between different units across the business and a 
direct channel for data sharing and processing language. 
It is great for scripting and automating different data 
mining pipelines with a great production integration. 
While other languages for data analysis might provide 
an edge in statistical abilities, they can hardly compete 
with python which does a myriad of  activities apart 
from just numerical calculations. The number of  
packages which are available in Python is staggering. 
Ranging from NumPy, SciPy and Pandas for number 
crunching to Scikit-learn for machine learning 
algorithms, Python contains a library for every 
requirement. Moreover, learning these inbuilt functions 
hardly takes time. Python can provide an easy way out if  
the data needs to be parsed in a specific way or the data 
mining tasks need to be integrated with the web 
applications. Python proves itself  to be a general 
purpose language. It's implementations for simple to 
complicated programs yields easier understanding and 
greater readability.  It's interactive, easy-to-maintain 
feature is of  great use to amateur, mediocre and even 
professional programmers. It is safe to say that python 
has  created a  new revolut ion in  computer 
programming.
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Renewable Energy : Making Way for
 A Better Tomorrow

-Shashank Rao,III Year, EC

Albert Einstein, once noted that “We can't solve our 
problems with the same kind of  thinking we used when 
we created them.” 

The increase in environmental awareness has resulted 
in a spate of  activities to conserve it. Today's world is 
faced with the dual threats of  climate problems 
brought on by the use of  fossil fuels and the economic 
challenge caused by the increasing scarcity and demand 
for those fossil fuels. Estimates that the world's 
population will expand from today's 6.7 billion to more 
than 9 billion in 2050 foretell of  a coming demand 
explosion for energy. It is time for society to look 
beyond the limited fossil fuels as the energy of  choice 
and promote the use of  the abundant renewable energy 
sources we are endowed with.

   Renewable energy is energy that is collected from 
renewable resources, which are naturally replenished 
on such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves and 
geothermal heat.  Based on REN21's 2016 report, 
renewables contributed 19.2% to humans' global 
energy consumption and 23.7% to their generation of  
electricity in 2014 and 2015, respectively. This energy 
consumption is divided as 8.9% coming from 
traditional biomass, 4.2% as heat energy (modern 
biomass,  geother mal and solar heat) ,  3 .9% 
hydroelectricity and 2.2% is electricity from wind, solar, 
geothermal, and biomass. Renewable energy is massive, 
mainstream and creating millions of  jobs. Rapid 
renewable energy development is outpacing dirty and 
dangerous fossil fuel and nuclear power projects every 
year. 

As it continues to advance across the globe, 

renewable energy will only get cheaper, easier and faster 
to deploy. Also, renewable sources such as wind power, 
photovoltaic, and hydroelectricity have the advantage 
of  being able to conserve water, lower pollution and 
reduce CO2 emissions.  It will slash air pollution, give 
millions more people access to energy, grow 
employment, reduce future energy costs, and advance 
sustainable development. 

Renewable sources are less prone to large-scale failure 
because they are distributed and modular. Distributed 
systems are spread out over a large geographical area, so 
a severe weather event in one location will not cut off  
power to an entire region. Modular systems are 
composed of  numerous individual wind turbines or 
solar arrays. Even if  some of  the equipment in the 

system is damaged, the rest can typically continue to 
operate. 

The military has also focused on the use of  renewable 
fuels for military vehicles. Unlike fossil fuels, renewable 
fuels can be produced in any country, creating a 
strategic advantage. The US military has already 
committed itself  to have 50% of  its energy 
consumption come from alternative sources.

Hence renewable energy not only lowers the threat of  
scarcity of  resources, but is also environmental friendly, 
reliable, and a great job creator.  The planet we live on is 
overflowing with so many untapped renewable energy 
sources. Renewable energy is the future, and we should 
embrace it.
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IN AIR, ON GROUND

-Shree Raksha K V, IV Year, EC

“I stand if  I spin and I fall if  I don't” – 
GYROSCOPE.

Yes, I would like to talk about the same gyroscopic 
technology which was invented by Louis Philip 
Brennan in 1903 cal led as “GYROSCOPIC 
MONORAIL”. This simple gyroscope has evolved for 
years with applications in wide variety of  fields and is 
now a solution to emergency urban transport system.

With the advent of  gyro technology, came the 
concept of  gyro cars which is self-balancing unlike the 
bicycle or motorcycle which requires a rider to balance 
the vehicle. This two-wheeled wonder can help the 
people who can control the vehicle probably with the 
help of  a simple joystick. Such vehicles when thought 
of  for urban transportation, makes life easier and 
doesn't affect the existing transport system.

The gyro car and the idea of  future gyroscopic 
transport system by Dahir Insaat are depicted by the 
pictures shown below.

One of  the major challenges with such sort of  
vehicles carrying a considerable amount of  load is 
gyroscopic stabilization. The dynamic stabilization of  a 
monorail car or two-wheeled automobile requires that 
torque acting on the car from the outside be neutralized 
by a torque produced within the car by a gyroscope. 
This requires several gyroscopes which are lined up in 
series inside the vehicle. Apart from stabilization these 
vehicles use advanced obstacle detection techniques to 
avoid any accidents and to travel at a very higher speed 
without affecting the regular traffic congestion issues.

These vehicles require a dedicated narrow path for 
them called as monorails to travel and can be used for a 
lot of  applications. They use generators inside and 
minimize the effects of  accidents since they are self-
balancing. Since it uses batteries, it is eco-friendly and is 
more efficient than a conventional car and is also 
suitable in traffic.

Gyro stabilization

As mentioned before, this is a futuristic technology 
which can be used in variety of  systems including fire 
extinguishers, emergency transport, and intelligent 
urban public transport and defence applications.

I call it “IN AIR ON GROUND” because it is a very 
flexible vehicle which adjusts itself  to the traffic density 
and if  implemented with proper accuracy serves as one 
of  the best urban transport systems in metro-cities 
saving time, lives and becomes a very modern way of  
transport.
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